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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL

2

HOURS

Perfect Sevving Platter for your celebration

LIGHT & LATKES
PLATTER

 

 

 

 

 

 

CMM67 - Snowflake

CMM63 - Sky Blue

CMM47 - Deep; Sea

CMM2 - Stonewash

CMM83 - Passionate Plum

CMM10 - Grape Soda

CMM62 - Just Blue

CMM21 - Mango Madness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DB37467 Squrve Dinner Plate 

Fan Brush

Liner Brush

NCR (Clay Carbon) Tracing Paper

Scissors

Sponge

Straight Pin

Lights and Latkes Paper Pattern 

 

COLORS

X
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

When paper painting, you need to pat on a lot of paint instead of brushing it on.  This

helps with the texture and coverage. 

When removing the paper pieces, poke the pin just inside the edge of the paper.  Scoop

the pin upward to pop the paper off.  If you try to lift the edge it will marr up the paint.

When you're doing the border, don't worry about a pattern, its way more fun and easy to

paint when youre doing random colors.  Work one color at a time and make marks that

are randomly spaced along the border, then repeat until its all filled in. 

Trace just the menorah and candles onto the plate using NCR or tissue

paper tracing method.  We don't need the words and flames on yet.

Use scissors to cut out the menorah and candles from the paper pattern.

Pat a heavy amount of Stonewash onto the back of the menorah using a

fan brush.  Then place it on the plate using your tracing as a guide.  Press

firmly to work out any air bubbles. (it's OK that paint oozes out). 

You are going to apply the candles the same way using your desired

shades of blues and purples.

Allow the pieces to sit for a couple of minutes, then use your sponge to

gently wipe away any large amounts of excess paint.

To do the background, use your fan brush and apply Just Blue around the

top of the plate. We applied it mainly around the menorah, not going all

the way out to the edge.

Rinse out the fan brush and while the Just Blue is still wet, use the fan brush

to apply Snowflake anywhere you didn't put the Just Blue.  Let the colors

overlap.

Repeat steps 6-7 allowing the colors to overlap and blend.

Once the paper has lost its shine, use a straight pin to remove the paper

pieces.

 Trace on the words with your NCR or tissue paper.  Use a liner brush to

apply one coat of Stonewash to the words.

Apply one heavy brush of MangoMadness to make the flames.

Finally, use the liner brush to apply the border.  To do this we used all the

colors except Stonewash and just made small tick marks with one coat. 
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